THE ORIGINAL
SINCE 1905
Sealing. Protecting. Bonding.

PRODUCT RANGES
Protecting and caring

Sealing and insulating

Bonding and mounting

Home Solutions

fix-o-moll

GREAT VARIETY.
GREAT QUALITY.
GREAT PRICE.
What started more than 100 years ago with the invention of selfadhesive window seals is now suki´s top brand for protecting and caring,
sealing and insulating, bonding and mounting as well as for home
solution products. Always at the cutting edge of trends and innovations,
we are constantly developing and adapting our very wide range of
products to meet consumer needs. Clever new ideas and excellent
quality go into maintaining our competitive edge and keeping us clearly
differentiated.

fix-o-moll – your benefits:
►

resilient, durable easy-to-use products

►

e xcellent value for money - thanks to competitive pricing

►


high-quality
packaging with uniform impression

►


international
strength due to multilingual packaging

►

►

e asy-to-understand consumer information
displayed on the shelf
 ur range is regularly updated with
o
innovative ideas
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THE KEY
DIFFERENCE:
FIX-O-MOLL QUALITY
There are two reasons for fix-o-moll’s excellent quality: the use of selected raw
materials and the perfect mix of adhesives and optimised materials. To achieve the
best possible results we work closely with our manufacturer network. By teaming up
with these innovative partners, we are always sure to find a perfect solution that
complies fully with European standards and classifications.
We source our REACH-compliant raw materials predominantly from Europe. On the
occasions we source from Asia and we safeguard our quality by using BSCI-certified
suppliers, our own laboratories, precise shipment control and regular on-site visits.

fix-o-moll guarantee:
To ensure that fix-o-moll products meet all consumers‘ requirements, we
conduct intensive quality control throughout every stage of production.
This also involves maintaining the highest standards in regard to efficient
environmentally friendly production, keeping our packaging to a
minimum, using as little plastic as possible and working in
accordance with the latest environmental standards.

fix-o-moll
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PROTECTING AND CARING
WITH FIX-O-MOLL
Surface protection is one of fix-o-moll’s main strengths. This is our origin and heritage.
100 years of experience go into the best quality, the best presentation and one of
the most comprehensive product range on the market – a selection we are constantly
improving with innovative ideas inspired by the latest furniture trends and underscored
by our competitive prices.

►

Furniture gliders

fix-o-moll furniture gliders protect all
kinds of floor coverings, including carpet,
parquet or tiles, effectively against lasting
damage caused by moving objects and
heavy pieces of furniture. Offering excellent quality, our gliders are particularly
user-friendly and easy to apply.

►

P rotective buffers for
walls and doors

fix-o-moll’s easy-to-apply buffers not only
protect walls, wallpaper, doors and
furniture from bumps and knocks but
also reduce the noise of impacts.

►

 ound absorbing
S
anti-slip pads

Small and inconspicuous, fix-o-moll
sound absorbing anti-slip pads prevent
doors or drawers closing loudly, washing
machines bumping during the spin
cycle or small objects from sliding. For
customers who want to give their homes
that final perfect touch, they offer an
infinite number of ways to doing so.

►

Doorstops and wedges

fix-o-moll permanently installed doorstops and universal door wedges keep
doors and windows open and prevent
them getting damaged by banging into
walls or furniture even when strong
draughts occur.

fix-o-moll protection and care products have also been designed
to be attractive. We attach great importance to this since it
enables you to provide your customers with appealing, highquality, high-value products that complement their homes.

fix-o-moll

Top products
►

 IGDUO Parquet Gliders –
B
Made in Germany

Available exclusively from fix-o-moll, BIGDUO parquet gliders
are “made in Germany” and have been designed especially
for parquet flooring. By combining an especially soft gliding
layer with a strong stabilising layer and very strong adhesive,
they guarantee maximum protection even in very high wear
and abrasion environments – a perfect example of innovative
made-in-Germany quality from fix-o-moll.

EASYGLIDER: Our universal gliders ◄
EASYGLIDERS are fix-o-moll’s answer to your
customers’ need to move heavy furniture without
scratching the floor. Another good idea of fix-o-moll,
their unique smooth-sliding layer minimises friction
and ensures furniture slides extremely well
on laminate, tiles or carpets.
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SEALING AND INSULATING
WITH FIX-O-MOLL
When it comes to sealing and insulating, fix-o-moll is a pioneer. Evolving from
nail-on felt strips, we developed a range of self-adhesive synthetic products for various
applications. Today, fix-o-moll solutions for sealing and insulating offer the widest
range of products in the industry. What is more, the quality is excellent and the prices
very competitive – just what your customers need to save energy.

fix-o-moll

►

W eatherstrips for doors and windows

fix-o-moll self-adhesive weatherstrips offer a fast, energy-efficient solution
against draught, poorly insulated areas and unwanted closing noises.
Quickly and easily applied to window or door frames, they provide a reliable
and long-lasting weather-tight seal.
►

D oor brush sealings

Made especially for doors and providing permanent and efficient protection
against cold and dirt, the fix-o-moll range of sealing and insulating products
includes robust easy-to-fit door seals made of plastic and aluminium.
►

S pecial sealings

Thanks to fix-o-moll’s wide range of products, you can offer your customers
everything they will ever need to seal and insulate their homes – whether it’s
insulating single-glazed windows, preventing radiator heat loss or much more.

Top products
►

PROFI thermoplastic sealings

Our patented PROFI thermoplastic sealings meet the
same criteria as silicone sealant but are significantly
cheaper and 100 % recyclable. Providing a perfect fit
to every window and gap size, even the most unhandy
customers will find them easy to install.

Self-adhesive rubber sealings ◄
on a 50 m bobbin
Offer your customers quality and simplicity at a great
price. Practical, economical, appealing, a 50 meter- bobbin
of self-adhesive sealing strip is the perfect solution to your
customers’ larger construction and renovation projects.

►

AUTOMATIC door sealing

fix-o-moll AUTOMATIC door sealing has a sturdy aluminium
profile rail and automatically adjusts to uneven floor levels.
Very easy to fit, MEGASTRIPS ensure it does not leave any
residue when removed.
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WE TURN YOUR DISPLAY
INTO A SELLER
It is important that your customers find what they need on the display quickly
and easily – even if they don‘t know what they‘re looking for. To answer all their
questions, the fix-o-moll display also provides clear, easy-to-understand product
information and instructions.

To identify the right product easy, many fix-o-moll
products are equipped with an intuitive visible
colour code system, which is clearly explained on
an infoboard. Depending on the colour, information such as seal quality and surface protection
application specs are provided.

Large images of the profiles are shown and each
package contains brief multi-language descriptions as well as easy-to-understand diagrams
depicting how the product is used. This leaves
customers feeling assured they have found what
they want without having to ask.

fix-o-moll

High-quality consistently branded
packaging across all four product groups
provide a good overall image.
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BONDING AND MOUNTING
WITH FIX-O-MOLL
When it comes to adhesive tapes, fix-o-moll offers a high-quality standard assortment
that rounds off the product range perfectly. And meets every customer fastening, repairing,
binding, renovating, making or marking need with exactly the right product.
Totally dependable, all fix-o-moll adhesive tapes are characterised by their extremely
strong adhesive strength.

►

Mounting and fastening

Fastening without drilling, screwing or
nailing is very popular with DIYers. Proving
the perfect answer to this need, fix-omoll offers a wide range of easy-to-use
solutions. These cover everything from
permanent adhesives and flexible residuefree removal solutions to almost invisible,
self-levelling, double-sided adhesives and
assembly tapes through practical assembly
strips, indoor and outdoor solutions.
Whether it is handicraft or professional
quality your customer is after, you can be
sure fix-o-moll has just the right product
to meet their needs.

►

P acking and closing

To meet your customers’ varied
requirements, fix-o-moll packing and
office tapes come in different qualities and
are available with custom-fit dispensers
that encourage repurchasing.

►

Renovating and masking

To help your customers achieve the
best results indoors as well as out,
the fix-o-moll range of residue-free
masking tapes offer a number of easyto-use options. Take COVERFIX 2-in-1
for example – the clever solution that
combines plastic sheeting and masking
tape in one labour-saving product.

►

Repairing and securing

Not just any adhesive tape will do –
especially where absolute dependability
is a must. Ranging from repair and
insulating tapes, anti-slip and warning
tapes, fix-o-moll products meet all your
customers’ repairing, securing and quality
requirements.

fix-o-moll

Top products
►

MEGASTRIPS

fix-o-moll MEGASTRIPS are practical all-rounders
when it comes to fixing smaller objects securely
and reliably. They have powerful adhesive on both
sides, can be removed without leaving a residue and
are waterproof for use in the shower area.

POWERSTRETCH ◄
fix-o-moll self-sealing repair tape is extremely
reliable – once applied, it welds itself to the object
providing permanent insulation or waterproofing
for electrics or plumbing.
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FIX-O-MOLL
HOME SOLUTIONS
fix-o-moll Home Solutions offer a complete and always expanding range of
clever self-adhesive, self-bonding and magnetic problem solvers that are available
in various qualities for numerous applications. An increasingly popular highlight,
are our touch fasteners solutions that fit seamlessly into every style of living thanks
to their decent modern look.

fix-o-moll

Top products
►

Power magnets

Ideally suited to mounting objects without drilling,
high-quality fix-o-moll power magnets easily hold up to
10 kg*. Easy to remove and reuse, they are also available
in a wide range of shapes and strenghts – providing you
with the ability to offer your customers solutions to
a wide variety of creative applications.

fix-o-tie cable ties ◄
fix-o-tie cable ties combine a strong, flexible metal
wire with a robust plastic sheath. They twist to lock,
open easily and are reusable – ideal for bundling,
binding and organizing.

►

H ooks

fix-o-moll hooks can be attached easily
in various different ways. Self-adhesive,
self-bonding or for hanging on doors and
windows, they guarantee a reliable hold
and offer your customers a quick, robust
and completely reversible alternative
to drilling, especially where tiles are
concerned.

►

P ractical household helpers

fix-o-moll solutions for washbasins and
sinks, for keeping household and garden
utensils fixed and handy, to prevent
objects from slipping. Not to mention
marking by self-adhesive door signs.

►

Touch fasteners

Alongside self-adhesive solutions, touch
fasteners are a great alternative to drilling
and nailing since it is extremely flexible,
stable and secure and yet easy to put on
and pull off. fix-o-moll touch fastening
products come in a wide range to meet
your customers’ varying requirements
– providing a perfect solution that your
customers’ might not have even thought
about yet.

►

M agnets

Thanks to a special combination of
neodymium, iron and boron, fix-o-moll
magnets are the strongest and most
durable available on the market today.
With a holding force* of up to 10 kg
per magnet, they are also ideal for
marking and decorating.
*measured on bare steel
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fix-o-moll

MORE SALES
THANKS TO POWERFUL
PLACEMENT
To meet the needs of you and your customers, fix-o-moll promotion displays can be
filled using different product group combinations as well as suki products that provide
a fit to the concept. What a great way to grow your sales.

►

Targeted cross-selling with clip strips

Where a product hangs is often decisive. And it doesn‘t always have to be in
the fix-o-moll shelf. Eye-catching clip strips not only save space but also allow
you to showcase individual products flexibility where they sell best and where
your customers can find them when they need them.

►

Invitation to purchase

Place your fix-o-moll products in eye-level displays or
directly at the checkout where they grab attention and
ask to be bought.
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A PARTNER,
YOU CAN RELY ON
6 good reasons to work with suki.

Key benefit –
one source for six ranges

NATURAL BORN SPACE OPTIMIsATION –
A REFRESHING WAY TO DISPLAY

MAKES SURE THAT IT WORKS –
LOGISTICS FLOW WITH US

STRONG BRANDS –
FOR YOUR SUCCESS

EUROPE-WIDE SALES NETWORK –
GLOBAL STRENGTH WITH LOCAL PREsENCE

MADE FOR YOUR TRADE –
CRAFTSMEN QUALITY

fix-o-moll
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Suki-Straße 1
D-54526 Landscheid
Telefon: +49 6575 71-0
Fax: +49 6575 71-100
E-Mail: info@fix-o-moll.de
www.fix-o-moll.de

83666_19-06

suki.international GmbH

